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This protocol aims to bring together the diferent ways in which we are present to and
involved in our work: from the space(s) that we inhabit, to our bodies, the aspirations and
questions that motivate us, as well as the social and larger professional dynamics that we
form part of. It invites you to imagine, refect and populate your work, together. In spite of
the care this box holds for playful collaborative work, we cannot (and would not) determine
how exactly you respond to this process. We encourage you to take the freedom and
responsibility to pause, or to ask for a moment for refection with (one of) your colleagues
whenever you feel the need to i. Likewise, we are curious which other directions you might
want to explore - the box is an evolving collection of suggestions and material.
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One night I watched my thoughts
piling themselves up all around me.
My mind built a house out of all those thoughts— then flled that house.
Soon it was a whole city.
A whole world.
Oh, my beautiful, beautiful thoughts.
Who will look after you after I’m gone?
I swear I weep.
I weep for all of you.
Do you really want to be free?
Are you ready to leave behind
your precious litle houses—
make your home everywhere?
It’s not as hard as you think.
First stand up.
Then walk out the doorii.
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ACTIVITY 1: Drawing In Circles
This activity can be used to explore a sense of shared belonging and decision-making. We
also found it a lot of fun - an ice-breaker before starting to work together.
You will need a large paper/surface, colored pens (one color for each), a comfortable space to
sit/lie/stand so that everyone can reach the workspace.
The form of the game is as follows. We give you a limited set of painting gestures: circling,
making dots, and drawing parallel lines. Imagine them as continuous gestures: Repeat them
without interruption until you switch to another gesture or a conscious moment of pause.
Gather around the paper/surface. In the beginning, stand still and silent. At any point,
anyone can pick a pen and start performing their choice of gesture. As soon as that happens,
all others join that person in performing the same action, until any of you decides to change
to a diferent gesture, or pause. The trick of the game is that whenever one person takes
initiative, all follow. Quickly and organically.
Notice when the game feels out of bounds. Need a restart? Express your desire to stop by
simply pulling out of the circle. The basic idea is to invite simple expressions and
interpersonal awareness.

ACTIVITY 2: Writing from Toe to Ceiling
Find yourself in a familiar (hand) writing position, bringing or imagining any material you
need to write. Now scribble (doodle, draw. Don’t think about what you are ‘writing’).
As you scribble, explore your sensations while focusing on diferent body parts. Start from
the fngers holding the pen. How - if at all - do you feel your writing in your fngers, wrist or
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elbow? Do you feel movement in your shoulders and back? How far does it reach? Is there
any sense of movement in your hip? Your knees?
Take a minute simply to rest your atention on one part of the body, while you are writing.
Can you initiate a scribbling movement from here? (Focusing on initiating movement for
example in the upper back - can you do that, and it just so happens that you scribble?) Or
could you combine these places, and initiate the movement from between your fngers and,
say, your upper back?
Also check in with your posture and environment. How are you holding yourself? What
could you do - if anything - to make yourself more comfortable in your activity? Where are
you with respect to walls/boundaries, furniture and others present? What is happening,
besides your own exploring? Notice if the room and the others afect your experience and
activity.
If you feel like it, fnd a diferent posture or place to
perform your writing exploration. You could also
choose a diferent pen or switch to writing on an
imaginary keyboard. Repeat the exercises above. Do
you notice any diferences?
When you are ready, take a moment to fnish your
exploration, then come together for the next
activity.
Would anybody like to share something with the
group?
Figure 1S: Writing from the back of my
head? Exploring Activity 2.
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ACTIVITY 3: Each of Us and All Together
Here we invite you to set and share your current context and perspective. We start with
individual refection and bring them to the group in a sharing circle. Here, it can be helpful to
time your turns at refection and sharing - perhaps one person from your group takes this
task, simply keeping an eye on time, or using an app that makes a soft sound to mark the
beginning and end of the set time.
To begin this activity, we invite you to look at the set of questions below in Table 1S. We
recommend that each of you fnds one question. The question is meant to lead you into
refecting on how diferent aspects of yourself and context relate to your work. The set covers
what we found most important. It is neither exhaustive nor particularly ‘right’ but we
include it here as something to inspire your inquiry.
Take your time (about 5 minutes) for individual refection on the question that you will ofer
(to yourself, and later to the group).
Importantly, get concrete: As you sit with your question, notice which specifc situations and
experiences come to mind. What is it about them that maters to you and the work you are
engaging in? If you feel like it, take a few notes (draw, visualise, move - whatever helps you
stay with your question).

Table 1S: A Collection of questions to support personal inquiry.
Category

Questions

A. Personal motivation
and background

• Why am I engaging in this project? How is this collaboration
meaningful to me?
• What are my needs and interests?
• Which stories connect me to this project?
• What is it that I seek to engage with?
• Which particular aspects of the project connect to which particular
aspects of me, today?

B. Body and
environment

• What is the position of my body? What does it feel like?
• Where in the room have I put myself? What is present from my
perspective? What do I sense?
• Am I comfortable, vibrant and available for this project?
• Is there anything I want to move or change in my body or space to
feel more comfortable, vibrant and available?
• Spend a moment thinking about the circumstances that allow you
to be here - this can be people, the weather, good food, an inspiring
teacher or an unforeseen event.
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C. Social expectations
and group activities

• Who else is part of this project? How does my relationship with
them feel right now?
• How do we take care of this project together?
• Remember a specifc moment: what do I notice or value about my
contact with others?
• Do we invite diferences in our modes of engaging and relating?
Diferent perspectives, needs, curiosities?
• What quality of dialogue do we invite?
• How do we refect on and make decisions together?
• How do we ofer time to what arises between us?

D. Traditions and
transitions

• Remember a moment of working on this project that you really
enjoyed - what happened there?
• Remember a moment of working on this project that was difcult
for you or the group - what happened there?
• What do you want this project to be? What has this project
produced for you? Which new plans, possibilities and questions
have arisen for you through this project?

When the time for refection is over, fnd your way into a ‘listening circle’. One idea inherent
to such a circle is that it ofers a moment of atention to each of our stories. Physically siting
at equal distance and level can facilitate this quality of welcoming and listening. Introducing
something - such as intentions, dedications (verbally) or an item (physically) - into the centre
of the group can likewise serve this idea. It is a way of jointly creating the context and
purpose of a meeting.
We furthermore fnd the following advice useful. Before you start to share from your
refections, take a moment to read it (out aloud):
• When speaking, focus on your personal experience: describe its quality, avoid
generalising.
• When listening, witness what comes up for you in response to what is being shared.
Try to let go of any urge to clarify, understand, judge (positively or negatively) or set
right.
• At all times, sense what is happening to you and to others in the group.
• If you feel it is needed, take actions to turn the situation into a more welcoming, more
supportive one.
• Sometimes silence is very helpful to communicate with ourselves and others
Now, revisit your notes and thoughts from the individual refection. Is there something you
learned about your motivation, practice or environment? Anything you would like to share
with the group?
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One person begins. (If you keep time, set
for example 2 to 3 minutes for each
person). Give a clear signal as to when you
have fnished sharing. To know who is
next, simply go around the circle, invite
another person by their name, or use a
talking piece that you place back into the
center, for anybody to pick it up (or its
online variant: to mute/unmute yourself).
When everybody has had time to share,
check in with the group if there is any
interest in sharing more. You might also
do ‘another round’ of time to share for Figure 2S: Materials and traces from Activities 1 to
4. AL exploring with two colleagues in Hamburg.
each person.

ACTIVITY 4: Triangulating Space
As in the frst game, you need colored pens, a large paper, and space to gather around it. This
time each person picks one shape that will be his or hers throughout the game - for example
one person picking circles/ovals, the other rectangles, and the third one triangles.
Now take turns at adding/drawing your respective shape to the paper, one instance of each
fgure per turn - varying its size, orientation, and position in relation to what has already
been drawn.
Take as much time as you need for each action. Consider perceiving the paper as a painting,
and notice how the points of fugue (recurring paterns), accumulation, rhythm, color,
grading, and other formal aspects vary every time a shape is added. Also notice the efects of
another person’s drawing action on you. Can you, through your next action, bring this to
play out on the paper?
Notice when you feel that you are done.
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Figure 3S: A perspective shot through Activity 4 – this time triangulating space within
a 3x4m area of lawn and additional materials found in the garden, rather than paper
and pens only.

ACTIVITY 5: Reading between the Concepts
With this activity, we invite you to fully commit to a text by paying detailed atention to how
you subjectively experience it. New facets of this text might become apparent, opening other
avenues for future research.
Choose a short text that seems important for your common (writing) endeavour. Examples
could be: a paragraph of your own article in the making, a quote you are considering to use,
a paragraph of previous writing from either of you that could play into the current process,
etc. We suggest not more than 5 sentences to begin with.
Pick one of you to read the chosen text aloud. It does not mater who it is but it is a good idea
to change the reader from session to session. You can choose to only listen, or to also have the
text as a printed version available for each of you. We recommend, however, that you do not
read ahead.
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Each of you, grab pens and paper. Feel free to use a large format of paper and multiple
colors/types of pen.
Start reading/listening with great focus: one sentence at the time, pay atention to your
experience while reading/listening. By experience, we mean your thoughts, feelings, mental
images, bodily states etc. Notice what you live through while reading/hearing this sentence.
Feel free to write notes, paint, sketch or use whatever connotation method helps you to
describe, remember or manifest the experience.
When you are ready, proceed with the next sentence. Once you fnish taking notes on your
experience of the last sentence, we encourage you to enter into a dialogue as a group. You
could collect notes on a board visible to all, to support yourselves in and keep track of the
idea creations that might follow from this activity.
In this process, you might notice unique experiences and similarities across all or most of
you. If your experience was diferent from your colleagues’ - can you read the text like they
did? You might go on to discuss if your experiences ft the purpose for which you (wanted
to) use the text in your work.
Can you generate a variant with a diferent efect?
How was this like for you?

ACTIVITY 6: Creative Nonfction
This is an activity to facilitate play on expression. It might be a way for you to think
diferently-structured, more intuitive, or to start your thinking-process at an unusual point.
Choose material you want to write with (or about) today - it could be material from the
reading game above, or any other ongoing work, such as an experience from one of the other
protocol-activities.
Try to re-write/extend it in one or all the following ways:
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a) Think about the worst enemy of (your perspective on) the writing material. Write about
it from this (antagonistic) perspective.
b) Take a book, open it on a random page and take the third sentence of the page. Use this
as your starting sentence for what you write.
c) Write it as a confession.
d) Think of somebody whose writing style you adore (can be a scientist, novelist, friend
etc.). Try to write it like she/he would.
e) … any-all-else you think of to spark your writing into a totally diferent direction! :-)
Decide how much time you want to devote to this, today.
When you are done: check in if the group needs a break, before you go into a fnal ‘harvest
round’ of witnessing the moments that stick with you, or sharing what you have learned and
experienced with the group: a short moment to stretch, fresh air, a bit of movement, close
your eyes.

ACTIVITY 7: Diamonds in the Raw
What moments of the last hour do you treasure?
What is present for you now?
What, if anything, do you take with you out of this room?
What would you like to unpack in the next meeting?
To share and hear thoughts and impressions from the group, we recommend the form of a
listening circle. If you decide to use it, take a moment to remind yourself of the form (see our
list of advice in activity 3), fnd a time-keeper and set how much time you want to give this.
Maybe give yourselves a minute or two for individual refection, before you start sharing.

Thank you for opening the treasure-box.
We hope it can be your ally in many academic adventures to come .-)

i Spliting up in pairs for a 5minute check-in for each person can be a good habit to start group-work.
ii Adapted from The First Free Women: Poems of the Early Buddhist Nuns by Maty Weingast, Bhikkhuni
Anandabodhi.

